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Abstract 
 
  
Understanding the neural systems that underpin reading acquisition is key if neuroscientific findings 

are to inform educational practice. We provide a unique window into these systems by teaching 

nineteen adults to read 24 novel words written in unfamiliar letters and to name 24 novel objects, 

whilst in an MRI scanner. Behavioural performance on trained items was equivalent for the two 

stimulus types. However, componential letter–sound associations were extracted when learning to 

read, as shown by correct reading of untrained words, whereas object–name associations were 

holistic and arbitrary. Activity in bilateral anterior fusiform gyri was greater during object name 

learning than learning to read, and ROI analyses indicated that left mid-fusiform activity was 

predictive of success in object name learning but not in learning to read. In contrast, activity in 

bilateral parietal cortices was predictive of success for both stimulus types, but was greater during 

learning and recall of written word pronunciations relative to object names. We argue that mid-to-

anterior fusiform gyri preferentially process whole items and contribute to learning their spoken form 

associations, processes that are required for skilled reading. In contrast, parietal cortices 

preferentially process componential visual–verbal mappings, a process that is crucial for early reading 

development. 
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Distinct neural specialisations for learning to read words and name objects 

 

Learning to read is arguably the most important skill children acquire in school. In their first 

few years of education, children learning to read alphabetic scripts must learn the letter–sound 

correspondences of their native writing system, and how to break words down into their constituent 

letters and sound them out. This skill is what enables generalisation – the ability to read unfamiliar 

words. Developmental psychology research has told us much about the underlying skills that help 

children to learn to read using letter–sound knowledge (e.g., Rayner, Foorman, Perfetti, Pesetsky, & 

Seidenberg, 2001), and cognitive neuroscience research has revealed the brain regions that support 

skilled reading (Taylor, Rastle, & Davis, 2013). However, far less is known about the neural systems 

that are crucial for the earliest stages of reading development in which letter–sound correspondences 

are acquired.  

The current study investigated this using an innovative “artificial orthography paradigm” in 

which adults learned to read new words written in unfamiliar symbols, whilst neural activity was 

measured with fMRI. This laboratory model of reading acquisition provides a unique window into the 

neural systems engaged when learning how to read words using letter–sound correspondences. This 

has never been achieved before; previous work has either studied adults or children processing 

familiar words relative to other stimuli such as objects (Ben-Shachar, Dougherty, Deutsch, & Wandell, 

2011; Kherif, Josse, & Price, 2010; Szwed et al., 2011; Turkeltaub, Flowers, Lyon, & Eden, 2008), 

examined neural activity before and after learning (Frost et al., 2005; Hashimoto & Sakai, 2004; Mei 

et al., in press; Xue, Chen, Jin, & Dong, 2006; Yoncheva, Blau, Maurer, & McCandliss, 2010), or, in rare 

cases, measured brain activity during paired-associate learning (Breitenstein et al., 2005; Kumaran, 

Summerfield, Hassabis, & Maguire, 2009), but not during learning to read.  

 

Neural systems for skilled reading in left occipitotemporal cortex 
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As literacy is only a recent feature of human cognition, brain regions cannot have evolved 

specialisation for reading. However, Dehaene and colleagues put forward the “neuronal recycling 

hypothesis” which suggests that left mid-fusiform gyrus neurons subserving object perception 

become specialised for recognising written words through extended experience with text (Dehaene & 

Cohen, 2007, 2011). Dehaene and colleagues have shown that, under some conditions, this putative 

Visual Word Form Area (VWFA) responds more strongly to written words than to visually matched 

line drawings of objects (Szwed, et al., 2011), and have proposed that the VWFA contains a posterior 

to anterior gradient representing increasingly complex orthographic units, from letters, to frequently 

occurring bigrams, followed by quadrigrams (Dehaene, Cohen, Sigman, & Vinckier, 2005; Vinckier et 

al., 2007). 

Whilst the work of Dehaene and colleagues suggests that the left mid-fusiform gyrus plays a 

role in analysing orthographic forms in terms of their constituent parts, several authors argue that the 

VWFA represents whole words (Glezer, Jiang, & Riesenhuber, 2009; Kronbichler et al., 2007; Schurz et 

al., 2010) and is akin to an orthographic lexicon as proposed in some cognitive models (Coltheart, 

Rastle, Perry, Langdon, & Ziegler, 2001). Converging evidence comes from patients with pure alexia 

who have lesions in left fusiform gyrus and typically have greater problems reading whole words than 

naming single letters (Cohen et al., 2003; Tsapkini & Rapp, 2010). Starrfelt, Habekost, and Leff (2009) 

also showed that such patients have an increased word length effect and suggested that they have 

difficulty with simultaneously processing and integrating multiple visual items.   

Yet another contrasting view comes from Price and colleagues (Kherif, et al., 2010; Price & 

Devlin, 2003, 2011) who argue that left ventral occipitotemporal cortex (vOT), including the VWFA, is 

not specialised for representing orthography. Instead they suggest that this region sometimes 

responds more strongly to written words than objects (e.g., Szwed, et al., 2011), because the former 

preferentially engage top-down influences from language processing regions. Some evidence for their 

proposal comes from a repetition suppression paradigm, in which activity in left vOT to a written 

word target (e.g., LION) was reduced when preceded by a picture of the same word (e.g., picture of a 
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lion), relative to a picture of a different word (e.g., glove) (Kherif, et al., 2010). As the written word 

and picture shared semantic and phonological but not visual features, Kherif et al. argued that activity 

reduction in left vOT must have been driven by top-down influences from language processing 

regions. This view is supported by Mano et al.’s (2013) finding that task modulates activity in left vOT 

for written words versus visual objects. They showed that written words activate certain voxels in this 

region more than visual objects, but only during reading aloud and not in a brightness judgement 

task. Overall, this work suggests that left vOT is generally involved in visual object processing, and 

that changes in its response profile may be driven by the formation of cross-modal associations 

between written and spoken language. 

Two studies have examined how learning visual–verbal associations in an artificial writing 

system influences activity in fusiform gyri. Mei et al. (in press) (using fMRI) and Yoncheva et al.(2010) 

(using electroencephalography - EEG) examined differences in fusiform activity following training on 

alphabetic items, which had one-to-one letter–sound mappings, versus logographic items, in which 

there was an arbitrary association between the individual letters in a word and its pronunciation. Mei 

et al. found that training induced increases in fusiform activity were more left lateralised for 

alphabetic relative to logographic stimuli in posterior regions (+/-40 -72 -18), but in anterior regions 

(+/-40 -48 -18) changes were greatest in the left hemisphere for both stimulus types. Yoncheva et al. 

also reported that fusiform responses were more left lateralised for learning alphabetic relative to 

logographic stimuli. Overall these studies provide some support for the idea that left posterior to mid-

fusiform gyrus is sensitive to componentiality in spelling–sound relationships. However, these studies 

demonstrate the outcome of learning, rather than revealing the neural systems that contribute to 

learning, as is the goal of the current study. In a naturalistic longitudinal study, Ben-Shachar, 

Dougherty, Deutsch, and Wandell (2011) tested children at multiple time points between the ages of 

7 and 12 and found that left occipitotemporal sulcus (mean MNI co-ordinates across participants -49 -

65 -9) became increasingly sensitive to the presence of written words in visual noise over this time 

period. This increasing cortical sensitivity predicted improvements in sight-word reading efficiency, 
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but not pseudoword reading or phonological awareness skills. Unlike the studies using artificial 

writing systems, this supports the idea that left posterior to mid-fusiform regions play a role in the 

acquisition of whole-word, rather than letter–sound, reading skills. 

Overall, cognitive neuroscience research demonstrates the importance of left 

occipitotemporal cortex, in particular posterior to mid-fusiform gyrus, for word reading. However, 

there is debate over the specificity of this region for representing written words versus visual objects, 

and disagreement as to whether it is specialised for componential or whole item processing. 

Furthermore, there is a paucity of research on the role of occipitotemporal cortices during reading 

acquisition. In the current experiment, we addressed these issues by comparing neural activity whilst 

adults learned to read words comprised of componential letter–sound mappings and learned holistic 

object–name associations.  

Neural systems for skilled reading in left parietal cortex 

Pugh et al. (2001) suggested that whilst left vOT is involved in processing word identity, left 

temporo-parietal cortex is involved in translating letters into sequences of sounds. This argument was 

supported by Carreiras et al., (2009), who observed structural changes in left temporo-parietal cortex 

when ex-illiterates learned to read. However, whilst these studies specifically implicated left 

supramarginal gyrus (SMG) and posterior superior temporal gyrus (STG) in spelling–sound conversion, 

a recent meta-analysis of 36 neuroimaging studies of reading instead highlighted the importance of 

left inferior and superior parietal cortices in this process (Taylor, et al., 2013). It was these more 

dorsal parietal regions, rather than the temporo-parietal regions discussed by Pugh et al., which 

showed greater activity for pseudowords than words, a key contrast that highlights letter–sound 

translation processes.  

Further evidence that left inferior parietal cortex plays a role in componential cross-modal 

processing comes from Booth et al. (2003) who obtained performance correlated activity in this 

region when adults made judgements about whether spoken words were spelled similarly, or written 

words sounded similar (cross-modal tasks), relative to making judgements about whether spoken 
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words sounded similar, or written words were spelled similarly (intra-modal tasks). In children, this 

same region was active when making spelling similarity judgements about conflicting (jazz-has, pint-

mint) relative to non-conflicting (dime-lime) spoken word pairs (Booth, Cho, Burman, & Bitan, 2007). 

Neuropsychological data also support the idea that left inferior parietal cortex is involved in letter–

sound reading. Wilson et al. (2009) found that patients with surface dyslexia, who pronounce 

irregular words incorrectly (e.g., reading PINT so that it rhymes with MINT) because they have 

degraded lexical/semantic knowledge and rely on letter–sound rules, activated left inferior parietal 

cortex more than control participants when reading words.  

Studies implicating left inferior and superior parietal cortex in letter–sound reading suggest 

that this region should play an important role in the early stages of reading acquisition, when this skill 

is crucial. In support of this conjecture, Hashimoto and Sakai (2004) obtained activity in left superior 

parietal cortex when adults learned novel symbol–syllable associations versus processing familiar 

letter strings, or symbol–tone associations. However, other studies implicate parietal cortex in whole 

word learning. Lee et al. (2007) showed that gray matter density in bilateral inferior parietal cortices 

correlated with vocabulary size, and two studies have found that activation in left inferior parietal 

cortex changes as participants learn object names (Breitenstein, et al., 2005; Cornelissen et al., 2004).  

To summarise, there is evidence to suggest that left inferior parietal cortex may be important 

for employing and acquiring alphabetic letter–sound reading processes. However, as with left 

occipitotemporal cortex, it is somewhat unclear whether this region is particularly engaged when 

visual–spoken form mappings require componential processing, or whether it is more generally 

involved in word learning. We distinguished between these possibilities by comparing neural activity 

during acquisition of componential letter–sound and holistic object–name associations.  

The current study 

Our goal was to shed new light on the roles that occipitotemporal and parietal cortices play in 

the earliest stages of reading acquisition. To this end, we considered the computational demands of 

learning to read words written in a novel alphabetic script versus learning novel object names. Both 
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of these tasks involve paired associate learning of novel visual–verbal mappings. However, the 

relationship between spelling and pronunciation in alphabetic languages is componential (breaks 

down into letters and sounds) and largely systematic (letters usually sound the same in different 

words), whereas the relationship between an object’s visual form and its name is holistic and largely 

arbitrary, i.e. similar sounding words (e.g., CAT, CAP) do not correspond to similar looking objects. By 

examining brain activity on-line, during acquisition, we were able to determine whether these distinct 

computational demands engage different neural systems.  

Adults learned to read novel words written in an unfamiliar alphabet with systematic one-to-

one letter–sound mappings, and learned names for unfamiliar objects, which is an arbitrary and 

holistic association. We measured neural activity with fMRI throughout learning. It was imperative 

that we measured naming success on-line; first, to ensure that the two types of stimuli were equally 

learnable, and second, to enable us to relate performance to neural activity. Therefore, we 

interleaved training blocks, in which the visual–verbal pairings for words or objects were presented, 

with testing blocks, in which participants read words or named objects aloud. Analyses of 

performance during these test blocks showed that participants learned to read the words and name 

the objects with equivalent success, but also confirmed that the two tasks did indeed have different 

computational demands, due to their componential versus holistic visual–verbal associations.  

Before we could use our fMRI data to address key questions about the differences between 

learning to read words and name objects, it was first necessary to validate our novel paradigm. We 

examined neural activity uniquely associated with learning and/or retrieving visual–verbal 

associations by comparing these trial types with trials in which participants attended to, but did not 

have to learn or retrieve, the novel stimuli. Multiple analyses using these comparisons converged on 

the finding that the neural systems that are activated during object naming and word reading in 

natural languages (Price, Devlin, Moore, Morton, & Laird, 2005; Taylor, et al., 2013) were engaged 

when the participants in our study learned and retrieved novel visual–verbal associations. We next 

explored how the unique computational demands of learning to read words and name objects 
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impacted on activity in this network of brain regions. We compared neural activity for word reading 

and object naming during both learning and retrieval trials, again relative to trials in which 

participants were exposed to, but did not have to learn or retrieve, the novel stimuli. These analyses 

provided multiple lines of evidence to suggest unique contributions of occipitotemporal and parietal 

cortices to learning to read words and name objects.  

Method 

Participants 

22 right-handed native English speaking healthy adults aged 18-40 took part in the 

experiment. One participant was excluded because he failed to learn how to read any of the words or 

name any of the objects, another due to excess head movement (>20mm) and a third due to stimulus 

delivery problems. The remaining 19 participants (13 females) contributed to all analyses.  

Materials 

Three sets of 24 monosyllabic consonant-vowel-consonant pseudowords were constructed 

from 12 consonant (b, d, f, g, k, m, n, p, s, t, v, z) and four vowel (æ, ɛ, ɒ, ʌ) phonemes. Within each 

set of pseudowords, consonants occurred twice in onset, and twice in coda position, whereas vowels 

occurred six times each. Pseudowords were recorded by a female native English speaker and digitised 

at a sampling rate of 44.1 KHz. Each set of pseudowords was assigned to trained object, trained word, 

or untrained word categories across participants in a counterbalanced fashion. 24 pictures of novel 

objects were randomly assigned a name from each of the three sets of 24 pseudowords. Sixteen 

unfamiliar alphabetic symbols were mapped to the 16 phonemes in a one-to-one manner and were 

used to construct the visual forms of trained and untrained words. Figure 1 gives some examples of 

the experimental stimuli. 

Procedure 
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1. Pre-exposure (prior to scanning). Participants were first familiarised with the format of the 

training and testing trials using six pseudowords written in the Latin alphabet. The trial structure was 

otherwise identical to that used in the learning phase which is described in the next section. Second, 

they were exposed to the visual forms of the stimuli described in the Materials section. They made 

same-different judgements about consecutively presented item pairs presented in a randomised 

order; two same and two different judgements were made about each item. Memory for visual forms 

was then tested in an old-new decision task in which all the experimental stimuli were presented 

along with 24 new unfamiliar objects and 24 new words constructed from 16 different unfamiliar 

symbols. Objects and words were presented in separate alternating blocks of 6 trials. Accuracy on this 

task was above chance for both words (mean d-prime = 3.18, t(18) = 15.34, p < .001) and objects 

(mean d-prime = 3.19, t(18) = 18.34, p < .001), and there was no difference between the two tasks, 

t(18) < 1, ns, indicating that participants were equally familiar with the visual forms of the to-be-

learned objects and symbols. Finally pre-exposure to spoken forms involved listening to and repeating 

each of the 48 items four times.  

2. Learning phase (Figure 1). Three object and three word runs were completed in the MRI 

scanner in an alternating order; half the participants started with a word run and half with an object 

run. All 24 words or objects were presented in a randomised order in each run. Runs were broken 

down into four training blocks (learn 6 items), each followed by a test block (retrieve pronunciations 

for these 6 items). Training blocks comprised 18 trials presented in a randomised order; 6 had 

concurrent presentation of an item’s visual and spoken form (see-hear), 6 had isolated visual form 

presentation (see-only), and 6 had isolated spoken form presentation (hear-only). Contrasts between 

these different trial types enabled us to examine how activity differed when a trial afforded a learning 

opportunity (cross-modal presentation) relative to when it did not (unimodal presentation). Each 

training trial was 3500ms in duration, with visual items presented for the first 2500ms, and spoken 

forms at the onset of the trial. Scan volume acquisition (2000ms) commenced at 1500ms. In testing 

blocks, participants retrieved the object names or written word pronunciations learned in the 
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preceding training block. Testing blocks comprised twelve see-think trials, presented in a randomised 

order, in which participants were presented with an item’s visual form and covertly retrieved its 

spoken form. Half of the see-think trials were immediately followed by a see-speak trial, in which the 

same item was presented and participants overtly articulated its pronunciation having retrieved it in 

the preceding see-think trial. Separating the retrieval (see-think) and articulation (see-speak) of 

pronunciations enabled us to dissociate activity related to each component and also allowed 

participants enough time to achieve both tasks. Each testing trial was 3500ms in duration, with visual 

forms presented at the beginning of the trial and scanning acquisition (2000ms) commencing at 

1500ms. Visual forms were presented for 2500ms on see-think trials and 1500ms on see-speak trials, 

to encourage participants to generate spoken forms before the onset of scan volume acquisition. A 

10.5s rest period followed each block. 

3. Final test run. This was also conducted in the scanner (although fMRI data from this run do 

not contribute to the reported analyses) and involved participants reading aloud all the words they 

had learned, naming all the objects they had learned, and reading the 24 untrained words described 

in the Materials. Item presentation was fully randomised and participants were not informed that 

they would see new items. The 72 items were presented in 12 blocks, each containing 12 see-think 

and 6 see-speak trials (as in the testing blocks from the learning runs). A 10.5s rest period followed 

each block. 

___________ 

Insert Figure 1 

___________ 

Imaging acquisition and analysis 

Functional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data were acquired on a 3T Siemens Trio scanner 

(Siemens Medical Systems, Erlangen, Germany) with a 12 channel head coil. Blood oxygenation level-

dependent functional MRI images were acquired with fat saturation, 3mm isotropic voxels and an 

interslice gap of .75mm, flip angle of 78 degrees, echo time [TE] = 30 ms, and a 64 x 64 data matrix. 
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We used a sparse imaging design with a repetition time (TR = 3500ms) longer than the acquisition 

time (TA = 1940ms), which provided a 1560ms period in which to present spoken words and record 

spoken responses in the absence of echoplanar scanner noise (Edmister, Talavage, Ledden, & 

Weisskoff, 1999; Hall et al., 1999). Stimuli were presented over high quality electrostatic headphones 

built into ear defenders (NordicNeurolab, Bergen, Norway), and responses were recorded using a 

dual-channel MRI microphone (FOMRI II, Optoacoustics). 174 images were acquired in each of the six 

10 minute training-testing runs, and 258 images were acquired in the 15 minute final test run. The 

acquisition was transverse oblique, angled to avoid the eyes and to achieve whole-brain coverage 

including the cerebellum. In a few cases the very top of the parietal lobe was not covered. To assist in 

anatomical normalisation we also acquired a T1-weighted structural volume using a magnetization 

prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo protocol (TR = 2250 ms, TE = 2.99 ms, flip angle = 9 degrees, 

1mm slice thickness, 256x 240 x 192 matrix, resolution = 1 mm isotropic). 

Image processing and statistical analyses were performed using SPM8 software (Wellcome 

Trust Centre for Functional Neuroimaging, London, UK). The first 6 volumes of each scanning run 

were discarded to allow for equilibration effects. Images for each participant were realigned to the 

first image in the series (Friston et al., 1995) and coregistered to the structural image (Ashburner & 

Friston, 1997). The transformation required to bring a participant’s structural T1 image into standard 

Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space was calculated using tissue probability maps (Ashburner 

& Friston, 2005), and these warping parameters were then applied to all functional images for that 

participant. Normalised functional images were re-sampled to 2mm isotropic voxels. The data were 

spatially smoothed with 8mm full-width half maximum isotropic Gaussian kernel prior to model 

estimation.  

Data from each participant were entered into two general linear models for event-related 

analysis (Josephs & Henson, 1999). In both models, events were convolved with the SPM8 canonical 

hemodynamic response function (HRF). Movement parameters estimated at the realignment stage of 

pre-processing were added as regressors of no interest. Low frequency drifts were removed with a 
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high-pass filter (128s) and AR1 correction for serial autocorrelation was made. Model 1 modelled all 

event types in each word and object run: see-only, hear-only, see-hear, see-think, and see-speak. We 

used this model to identify neural activity associated with learning (training blocks) and retrieving 

(testing blocks) visual–verbal associations.  

From Model 1, two contrasts of interest were used to assess activity associated with learning 

and a third analysis examined activity associated with retrieval, all collapsed across stimulus type 

(words and objects). 1) To examine activity related to learning the associations between visual and 

verbal forms we contrasted see-hear trial activity with whichever of the unimodal trial types (see-

only, hear-only) had the maximum activity. This [cross-modal – max(unimodal)] contrast was 

implemented using the imcalc function in SPM8; at each voxel, the mean activity for the unimodal 

trial with the greatest activity (averaged across run and stimulus type) was subtracted from the mean 

activity for cross-modal trials (averaged across run and stimulus type). This contrast is equivalent to 

requiring cross-modal activity to be greater than activity during both types of unimodal trial, i.e., the 

intersection of [see-hear – see-only]  [see-hear – hear-only]. 2) To examine how cross-modal 

learning activity changed over the course of training we conducted a one-way ANOVA to compare the 

three training runs (Run 1 vs. Run 2 vs. Run 3) using the contrast [cross-modal – max(unimodal)] as 

the dependent measure for each run. 3) We assessed activity associated with retrieval of verbal from 

visual forms using the contrast [see-think – see-speak]. The same visual item was presented on each 

of these two trial types, enabling us to subtract activity related purely to perceptual processing. 

However, whereas see-think trials required participants to covertly generate an item’s pronunciation 

from its visual form, see-speak trials always immediately followed see-think trials and thus only 

required participants to overtly articulate an item’s pronunciation that they had retrieved on the 

previous trial.  

Following these analyses collapsed across stimulus type, Model 1 was also used to conduct 

two sets of analyses that compared word and object activation during training and testing. Training 

analyses used both simple contrasts: [word see-hear – object see-hear] and the reverse, and 
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interaction contrasts: [word [cross-modal – max(unimodal)] – object [cross-modal – max(unimodal)]], 

and the reverse. The same was true of testing analyses, in which the simple contrasts were: [word 

see-think – object see-think] and the reverse, and the interaction contrasts were: [word [see-think – 

see-speak] – object [see-think – see-speak]], and the reverse. Interaction contrasts had the advantage 

of subtracting out neural responses driven by visual differences between the stimulus types. 

However, as training progressed, participants may have started to covertly recall item pronunciations 

on see-only trials. Interaction contrasts therefore also had the potential to conceal differences in 

neural activity that were in fact related to learning. It was thus important to additionally examine 

simple contrasts, particularly for the training analyses. 

Model 2 specifically examined how neural activity during training differed as a function of 

learning success. To derive a success measure we took an item’s accuracy in the test block of the 

current run (correct = 1, incorrect = 0) and subtracted its accuracy in the previous run. Note that for 

Run 1 we assumed that all items were incorrect on the “previous run”. This gave us values of 1 for 

learned items which were correct this run and incorrect on the previous run (Words: Run 1 = 34%, 

Run 2 = 39%, Run 3 = 15%, Objects: Run 1 = 46%, Run 2 = 29%, Run 3 = 16%), values of 0 for not-

learned items which were either correct or incorrect on both the current and previous run (Words: 

Run 1 = 66%, Run 2 = 56%, Run 3 = 78%, Objects: Run 1 = 54%, Run 2 = 66%, Run 3 = 76%), and values 

of -1 for forgotten items which were incorrect on this run and correct on the previous run (Words: 

Run 1 = 0%, Run 2 = 5%, Run 3 = 7%, Objects: Run 1 = 0%, Run 2 = 5%, Run 3 = 8%). Model 2 thus 

contained 15 event types in each word and object run: see-only, hear-only, see-hear, see-think, and 

see-speak, each factorially crossed with the three levels of success for the corresponding item: 

learned, not-learned, forgotten. Using this model, we conducted the following contrasts on activity 

during see-hear trials: [learned – not-learned] collapsed across stimulus type, [objects [learned – not-

learned] – words [learned – not-learned]], and [words [learned – not-learned] – [objects [learned – 

not-learned]]. We hypothesised that regions that were functionally involved in learning would show 

greater activity for learned than not-learned items. Furthermore, we reasoned that a more 
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pronounced difference in activity for learned relative to not-learned items, for one stimulus type 

versus the other, would provide evidence that a region differentially contributed to learning to read 

versus learning object names. As we did not have prior hypotheses about brain activity associated 

with decreases in accuracy, trials in which an item was forgotten were modelled but did not 

contribute to any contrasts. 

Contrasts of parameter estimates were taken forward to second level group analyses (one-

sample and paired-sample t-tests, one-way analysis of variance) using participants as a random effect. 

All comparisons were assessed using a voxelwise uncorrected threshold of p < .001. After 

thresholding, only activations exceeding a cluster extent family wise error (FWE) corrected threshold 

of p < .05, obtained using the non-stationarity toolbox in SPM8 (Hayasaka, Phan, Liberzon, Worsley, & 

Nichols, 2004), were further considered for interpretation. Figures show results at this cluster extent 

corrected threshold, displayed on a canonical brain image. Plots show mean parameter estimates (for 

the canonical HRF) at specific voxels with zero reflecting activity following unmodeled null events 

(rest blocks).  Cluster coordinates are reported in the space of the MNI152 average brain template 

and anatomical labels were generated by MRICron (Rorden, Karnath, & Bonilha, 2007) which uses the 

automated anatomical labelling (AAL) template (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002).  

 

Results 

Behavioural data (Figure 2) 

Adults learned to read the words and name the objects with equal success. Accuracy 

increased on each training run, F(2, 36) = 80.92, η2 = .82, p < .001, and did not differ between the two 

stimulus types (main effect, F(1, 18) < 1, stimulus type x run interaction, F(2, 36) = 2.16, p > .1) (Figure 

2a). Figure 2b shows that final test run accuracy was equally good for trained words and objects, t(18) 

< 1, and that participants could also read untrained words, although somewhat less accurately than 

trained words, t(18) = 3.96, η2 = .68, p = .001. It is worth noting that 70-80% items correct constitutes 

good performance on this difficult retrieval and production task. Participants’ ability to read 
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untrained words confirms that they extracted the sounds of the individual symbols from which the 

trained items were systematically constructed. 

Figure 2c illustrates that in the final test run, object naming accuracy was higher the more 

times an item had been named correctly during training. In contrast, final test accuracy for word 

reading did not differ for items named once, twice, or three times correctly during training (ANOVA 

on final test accuracy: interaction between number of times correct in training (0 vs. 1 vs. 2 vs. 3) and 

stimulus type (words vs. objects), F(3, 54) = 6.16, p = .001,  η2 = .26). Thus, although overall 

performance was matched for the two types of stimuli, the holistic and arbitrary nature of the object–

name associations meant that each item had to be learned individually and did not support learning 

of others, whereas the componential and systematic nature of the symbol–sound mappings that 

comprised the words meant that learning to read one word supported learning of others containing 

the same symbols. These behavioural differences further confirm that learning to read the words did 

indeed involve acquiring componential systematic symbol-to-sound mappings whereas the arbitrary 

object–name associations were learned holistically. We can therefore consider how these differential 

learning demands were instantiated in our neuroimaging data.  

___________ 

Insert Figure 2 

___________ 

 

Brain regions supporting learning and recall of visual–verbal associations 

Training blocks. To determine which brain regions were activated during visual–verbal 

association learning, we contrasted cross-modal (see-hear) trial activity with the maximum activity 

observed during unimodal (see-only, hear-only) trials, averaged across all runs and both stimulus 

types (objects, words). The justification for using this contrast was that unimodal trials afforded little 

opportunity for forming visual–verbal associations, whereas cross-modal trials afforded maximal 

opportunity for forming such links. We subtracted the maximum unimodal activity because some 
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regions may be deactive (relative to rest) during either see-only or hear-only trials, in which case, the 

mean or summed unimodal activity would not accurately reflect that region’s activity profile 

(Beauchamp, 2005). Details on how we computed this contrast were provided in the Methods 

section. Cross-modal activity was greater than unimodal activity in bilateral occipitotemporal cortices 

(extending from middle occipital cortices to anterior fusiform gyri), bilateral inferior and superior 

parietal cortices, and left hippocampus (Figure 3 – yellow overlay, Appendix 1).  

If activity during cross-modal trials was functionally related to the acquisition of visual–verbal 

associations, it should have declined over the course of training, as the learning demands of the task 

decreased. In contrast, as unimodal trials did not have these learning demands, activity during these 

trials should not have changed over the course of training. To determine whether this was the case 

we conducted a one-way ANOVA (Run 1 vs. Run 2 vs. Run 3) using the contrast [cross-modal – 

max(unimodal)] as the dependent measure for each run. This showed that the difference in activity 

between these trial types decreased over the course of training in bilateral occipitotemporal and 

parietal cortices, left prefrontal cortex, right precentral gyrus, left putamen and insula, and right 

pallidum (Figure 3 – green overlay, Appendix 2).  

The plots and orange overlay in Figure 3 illustrate that, as we expected, in regions showing 

greater cross-modal than unimodal activity overall, cross-modal activity decreased over the three 

training runs, whereas unimodal activity was maintained. Within left prefrontal cortex, a region which 

did not show greater cross-modal than unimodal activity overall, a profile of declining cross-modal 

activity, and increasing see-only activity was observed. This may reflect participants starting to 

covertly recall item pronunciations during see-only trials as training progressed. Overall, this analysis 

confirmed our expectation that the decreasing learning demands should lead to declining cross-

modal activity over training. Maintenance or increasing unimodal trial activity over the course of 

training demonstrates that declining cross-modal activity did not simply reflect a general reduction in 

attention.  

___________ 
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Insert Figure 3 

___________ 

 

Relationship between activity and performance. Further evidence for the functional 

involvement of bilateral occipitotemporal and parietal cortices and left prefrontal cortex in acquiring 

visual–verbal associations was provided by regions of interest (ROI) analyses, comparing see-hear trial 

activity for items that were learned with items that were not-learned, as described in the Method 

section. Six 5mm radius spherical ROIs were defined in left and right occipitotemporal cortices 

(inferior occipital, mid-fusiform, anterior-fusiform), centred on peak co-ordinates from the contrast 

[cross-modal – max(unimodal)] activity, except those in mid-fusiform which were centred on the 

VWFA (Cohen et al., 2002) and its right hemisphere homologue. As the peak co-ordinates for the 

VWFA are reproducible across individuals and writing systems (Dehaene & Cohen, 2011) we felt 

confident in defining the VWFA ROI in this way, rather than using a localiser of English word reading 

relative to rest, for example. Multiple spherical ROIs were constructed in occipitotemporal cortices 

because [cross-modal – max(unimodal)] activation clusters in these regions were extremely large. 

Three further ROIs were defined in left and right parietal cortex and left hippocampus; each 

encompassed the cluster extent corrected activity in these regions in this [cross-modal – 

max(unimodal)] contrast. Finally, three ROIs were defined in prefrontal cortex (superior frontal, 

precentral, inferior frontal), centred on peak co-ordinates from the one-way ANOVA demonstrating 

change in [cross-modal – max(unimodal)] activity over training. Using these functional ROIs does not 

constitute “double dipping” as they were defined on the basis of an orthogonal contrast from an 

unbiased design in which all items (learned and not-learned) were included in both sides of the 

contrast [cross-modal – max(unimodal)] (see Kriegeskorte, Simmons, Bellgowan, & Baker, 2009, 

supplementary materials). In each ROI we conducted a paired t-test comparing see-hear trial activity 

for learned versus not-learned items. Table 1 shows that activity was significantly greater for learned 

than not-learned items in all ROIs except left hippocampus, left anterior fusiform, and right anterior 
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fusiform.  These analyses support the idea that bilateral occipitotemporal cortices extending to mid-

fusiform, bilateral inferior and superior parietal cortices, and left prefrontal cortex were functionally 

involved in visual–verbal associative learning.  

      ___________ 

Insert Table 1 

___________ 

Testing blocks. Brain regions involved in word reading and object naming are often 

investigated using silent reading/naming tasks to minimise “task induced effects and avoid the 

activation of temporal regions caused by subjects processing their own voice” (Mechelli, Gorno-

Tempini, & Price, 2003, p. 269). In our study it was imperative that participants read/named aloud so 

that we could measure learning success. To examine neural activity during recall, independent of 

articulation, testing blocks included both see-think trials (covert retrieval) and see-speak trials, which 

followed the corresponding see-think trial and required participants to overtly articulate the item 

they had retrieved on the previous trial. Thus, see-think trials made greater demands on the neural 

systems supporting retrieval of visual–verbal associations, whereas see-speak trials made greater 

demands the on neural systems for articulation. We therefore used the contrast [see-think – see-

speak] to determine which neural systems were involved in retrieving verbal forms from visual forms. 

As the same item was presented on adjacent see-think and see-speak trials, this contrast also 

revealed retrieval related activity over and above visual processing activity.  

The contrast [see-think – see-speak] revealed activity in bilateral occipitotemporal, inferior 

parietal, middle frontal and inferior frontal cortices (Figure 4 – hot colours, Appendix 3)1. The reverse 

contrast [see-speak – see-think] activated bilateral superior temporal gyri, bilateral insulae, bilateral 

post-central gyri, cuneus, and middle and anterior cingulate, which, as predicted, are regions involved 

in articulation and processing the sound of one’s own voice (Figure 4 – cool colours, Appendix 3). 

                                                           
1 Reduced activity for see-speak relative to see-think trials in early visual areas may in part arise from repetition 
suppression effects. See-think trials are the first presentation and see-speak trials are the second presentation 
of a specific item on successive trials (c.f. Andrews & Ewbank, 2004; Kherif, Josse, & Price, 2010). 
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Comparing Figures 3 and 4, it is clear that there was a great deal of overlap between activation for 

retrieving (see-think – see-speak) and acquiring (cross-modal – max(unimodal)) visual–spoken form 

associations, particularly within bilateral occipitotemporal and parietal cortices. Our analyses 

therefore provide converging evidence for the importance of these regions in learning to read words 

and name objects. 

___________ 

Insert Figure 4 

___________ 

 

Differences in neural activity between learning to read words and name objects 

Having established the brain regions activated when learning visual–verbal associations, we 

conducted further whole brain analyses to determine whether these (or other) regions showed 

differential activity during learning and retrieval for word reading versus object naming.   

Training blocks. We first used whole-brain paired t-tests to compare cross-modal (see-hear 

trial) activity (relative to rest) when participants learned to read words vs. learned to name objects. 

Natural language experiments that have investigated visual processing of words and objects have had 

difficulty controlling for differences in the extent to, and ease with, which written word and object 

stimuli evoke phonological/semantic associations (Price & Devlin, 2011). In contrast, in our 

experiment, none of the items were given a meaning, phonological associations were always present 

on cross-modal trials, and these were learned with equal success for words and objects. Activity was 

greater during cross-modal object trials than cross-modal word trials in mid-to-anterior regions of 

bilateral medial fusiform gyri, extending into parahippocampal gyrus, and in left inferior frontal gyrus 

(pars orbitalis) (Figure 5 – pale blue overlay, Appendix 4). In addition, left angular gyrus was less 

deactive during cross-modal object trials than cross-modal word trials. For the reverse contrast, 

bilateral inferior and superior parietal cortices and left superior frontal gyrus were more active during 

cross-modal word than cross-modal object trials (Figure 5 – pale red overlay, Appendix 4). Thus, 
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whilst bilateral medial fusiform gyri and left inferior frontal gyrus (pars orbitalis) were more engaged 

during cross-modal processing of whole item visual–verbal associations (object naming), bilateral 

parietal cortices and left superior frontal gyrus were more engaged during cross-modal processing of 

visual–verbal associations that are componential and systematic (word reading). 

Whilst better controlling for automatic activation of linguistic associations, these simple 

contrasts leave open the possibility that visual differences between the word and object stimuli may 

have contributed to differential cross-modal activation. We therefore conducted two paired t-tests, 

again across the whole brain, to look for interaction effects reflecting differential cross-modal relative 

to unimodal activity for objects vs. words: [object [cross-modal – max(unimodal)] – word [cross-

modal – max(unimodal)]], and the reverse. Anterior regions of left and right fusiform gyri and left 

inferior frontal gyrus (pars orbitalis) were relatively more active for cross-modal than unimodal trials 

for objects compared to words (Figure 5 – bold blue overlay, Appendix 4). The reverse word > object 

interaction contrast revealed clusters in precuneus, left anterior superior frontal gyrus, right inferior 

frontal gyrus, and calcarine cortex (Figure 5 – bold red overlay, Appendix 4). However, as none of 

these regions were in fact more active during cross-modal word than object trials, and some were 

deactive relative to rest, we cannot conclude that they were more involved in learning to read words 

than in learning to name objects. For completeness, Figure 6 (purple overlay) shows that, as well as 

the differences just reported, there was also a great deal of overlap between [cross-modal – 

max(unimodal)] activity for words and objects.  

Differential relationships between activity and performance. To further investigate 

differences in the functional involvement of brain regions activated during learning of the two 

stimulus types, we conducted an interaction contrast: [object [learned – not-learned] – word [learned 

– not-learned]], in each of the 12 ROIs described earlier. This contrast was non-significant in all ROIs 

except the VWFA, in which we obtained an interaction effect (p = .02, not corrected for 12 multiple 

comparisons) reflecting a bigger difference in see-hear trial activity for learned relative to not-learned 

items, for objects compared to words (Table 1). To ensure that this was not just a chance finding due 
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to our particular ROI selection, we confirmed this result in several ways. First, we constructed two 

further minimally overlapping 5mm spherical ROIs centered on peak co-ordinates nearest to the 

VWFA obtained from the overall contrasts: [cross-modal – max(unimodal)] (mid-fusiform 1), and [see-

think – rest] (mid-fusiform 2). Both of these additional ROIs showed the same interaction effect in 

favour of greater [learned – not-learned] activity on see-hear trials for objects relative to words (p = 

.02, reaches Bonferroni-corrected significance for two comparisons). Second, the same result was 

obtained using 5mm spherical ROIs centered on subjects’ individual peaks nearest to the VWFA 

(defined as -42 -56 -12), from the contrast [SeeThink – Rest] (p = .03). These additional ROI analyses 

are reported in Table 1. 

To summarise, many regions did not show differential activity for object-name learning versus 

learning to read, for example, bilateral occipitotemporal cortices extending to mid-fusiform gyri, 

dorsal regions of left inferior frontal and precentral gyri, and left hippocampus. However, in left and 

right anterior fusiform gyri and left inferior frontal gyrus (orbitalis) we observed greater activity 

during object–name learning than learning to read, and this was not driven by visual differences 

between the stimulus types. Furthermore, ROI analyses indicated that activity in left mid-fusiform 

gyrus was modulated by performance to a greater extent for object-name learning than learning to 

read. These results suggest that mid-to-anterior fusiform regions are more engaged when learning 

holistic, relative to componential, visual–verbal associations. 

The opposite profile, greater activity during learning to read than during object name 

learning, was observed in bilateral inferior and superior parietal cortices. As these regions did not 

show an interaction effect (greater cross-modal relative to unimodal activity for words versus 

objects), we cannot be certain that greater cross-modal activity were driven by the componential 

nature of the associative learning task, rather than visual differences between the stimuli. However, it 

is possible that we failed to obtain this interaction for the word > object contrast because participants 

started to covertly retrieve item pronunciations during see-only trials, and that they did this to a 

greater extent for word reading than object naming. We were motivated to consider this possibility 
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by Price and Devlin’s (2011) assertion that, during passive viewing tasks, written words evoke their 

phonological associations more automatically than pictures of objects. If this were the case, we 

should obtain activity in the same parietal regions during retrieval of written word pronunciations 

relative to object names in the test blocks, a prediction we tested in the final set of analyses.  

___________ 

Insert Figures 5 and 6 

___________ 

 

Testing blocks. We first conducted simple paired t-tests between see-think activity (relative 

to rest) for word reading vs. object naming. Only right angular gyrus was highlighted by the [object 

see-think – word see-think] contrast (Figure 7 – pale blue overlay, Appendix 5), however this region 

was deactive relative to rest. The reverse contrast revealed that bilateral inferior and superior parietal 

cortices, middle occipital cortices, precentral gyri, and cerebellum, left superior frontal gyrus, and 

right inferior frontal gyrus, were more active during word see-think than object see-think trials (Figure 

7 – pale red overlay, Appendix 5).  

As with the training data, we next conducted analyses to look for interaction effects to 

confirm that greater activation during word or object see-think trials was not driven by visual 

differences between the stimuli. Two paired t-tests were conducted across the whole brain: [object 

naming [see-think – see-speak] – word reading [see-think – see-speak]], and the reverse. As described 

earlier, demands on the neural systems involved in retrieving spoken forms from visual forms were 

greater during see-think than see-speak trials, but the same visual item was presented on consecutive 

see-think and see-speak trials. The object > word contrast revealed an activation cluster in right 

angular gyrus (Figure 7 – bold blue overlay, Appendix 5), however, this region was deactive during all 

trial types and we cannot therefore make claims about its involvement in retrieving pronunciations 

for either stimulus type. The reverse contrast revealed that bilateral inferior and superior parietal 

cortices, right middle frontal gyrus, left precentral gyrus, right inferior temporal gyrus, cerebellum, 
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and left middle occipital cortex, were relatively more active during see-think than see-speak trials for 

word reading compared to object naming (Figure 7 – bold red overlay, Appendix 5). As with the 

training data, Figure 8 (purple overlay) shows that in addition to the differences just reported there 

was also extensive overlap between [see-think – see-speak] activity for the two stimulus types. 

To summarise, many regions that were active during retrieval of visual–verbal associations, 

such as occipitotemporal cortices, were not differentially active for object naming versus word 

reading. In fact, unlike the bilateral anterior fusiform and left inferior frontal (orbitalis) activity we 

observed during object name learning, no regions were relatively more engaged in retrieving object 

names than in reading words. However, bilateral inferior and superior parietal cortices and left 

superior frontal gyrus, were more active when reading the words than when retrieving object names, 

and interaction contrasts confirmed that this effect was not driven by visual differences between the 

stimulus types. Furthermore, Figure 9 shows that bilateral parietal activation for word > object 

retrieval overlapped with activation that was greater for word relative to object cross-modal training 

trials. This consistency across analyses provides converging evidence that bilateral inferior and 

superior parietal cortices are more engaged when learning and retrieving the componential symbol–

sound mappings from which the written words were constructed, than when retrieving holistic 

object–name associations. 

___________ 

Insert Figures 7, 8 and 9 

___________ 

 

Discussion 

Our fMRI training study revealed that bilateral occipitotemporal and parietal cortices, left 

hippocampus, and left prefrontal cortex were activated during the acquisition of visual–verbal 

associations that are important both for learning to read words and name objects. Activity in these 

brain regions was greater when visual and spoken forms were presented in conjunction, providing a 
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learning opportunity, than when they were presented in isolation. In addition, this cross-modal 

activity declined over the course of training as participants acquired the correct associations and the 

learning demands decreased. Finally, cross-modal activity in all of these regions, except the 

hippocampus, was greater for visual–spoken form associations that were learned than for those that 

were not learned. The similarity between the network of regions activated during this experiment and 

in previous neuroimaging studies of reading and object naming (Price, et al., 2005; Taylor, et al., 2013) 

confirms the validity of our laboratory model of learning to read and learning to name objects. More 

specifically, our results confirm that occipitotemporal cortex activity is influenced by the linguistic 

associations of visual stimuli (Dehaene & Cohen, 2011; Price & Devlin, 2011) and support research 

implicating left parietal cortex in learning visual–verbal associations (Breitenstein, et al., 2005; 

Cornelissen, et al., 2004; Hashimoto & Sakai, 2004).  

Despite participants’ equal overall success at learning to read words and name objects, there 

were important behavioural differences between the two stimulus types. The likelihood of an object 

being named successfully at final test was predicted by the number of times that object was named 

correctly during training, whereas final test success for word reading was equally good for words read 

once, twice, or three times correctly during training. This reflects the fact that participants learned to 

read the words by associating the symbols from which they were composed with individual sounds, 

and thus learning about one word helped learning about others, whereas objects had a holistic and 

arbitrary mapping to their name. Further evidence that participants extracted componential, 

systematic symbol sounds when learning to read the words comes from their success at reading 

untrained words in the final test task. Our laboratory model of cross-modal learning thus captured the 

key distinctions between learning to read words and name objects. Using this model we conducted 

several tests to determine whether these different computational demands resulted in neural 

specialisations for learning to read words and name objects.  

 

Specialisation for object–name learning in mid-to-anterior fusiform gyri 
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Cross-modal associative learning of object names activated bilateral anterior fusiform gyri and 

left inferior frontal gyrus (pars orbitalis) more than learning to read. More posterior fusiform regions 

(including the VWFA) were equivalently engaged during learning and recall of object names and 

written word pronunciations, and ROI analyses revealed that VWFA activity during cross-modal 

learning predicted subsequent object naming but not word reading success. In combination, these 

results seem somewhat at odds with the idea that the left mid-fusiform gyrus is specialised for 

analysing componential orthographic form (Dehaene, et al., 2005; Vinckier, et al., 2007). Instead, our 

data suggest that bilateral mid-to-anterior fusiform gyri preferentially process whole object visual 

forms and contribute to object name learning. 

One potential objection to this conclusion is that left vOT may contain sub-populations of 

neurons showing opposing response profiles, i.e. some more responsive to written words than 

objects, and some the reverse.  Dehaene and Cohen (2011) levied such a criticism against reports of 

equivalent left vOT activation for words and faces (Mei et al., 2010) or objects (Price & Devlin, 2003). 

In the current study, rather than obtaining equivalent left vOT activity for word reading and object 

naming, we obtained greater left anterior fusiform activation for objects relative to words, and both 

group and single subject ROI analyses indicated that left mid-fusiform activity was more predictive of 

object naming than word reading success. Nonetheless, our group analysis of smoothed fMRI data 

may still have overlooked the opposite response profile if it was seen in sub-populations of vOT 

neurons in non-overlapping locations across participants. Hence, future work should seek to confirm 

these findings with high resolution fMRI and single subject analyses, as, for example used by Mano et 

al. (2012). 

What implications do our findings have for the role of the left fusiform in reading? The 

putative VWFA is consistently activated when participants read words from a variety of languages and 

orthographies (Baker et al., 2007; Bolger, Perfetti, & Schneider, 2005; Cohen et al., 2000). 

Furthermore, the sensitivity of this region to printed words increases as children learn to read (Ben-

Shachar, et al., 2011). However, these findings implicate the VWFA in the recognition of word forms, 
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not in letter–sound decoding. Further evidence for a role for the left mid-anterior fusiform gyrus in 

whole word rather than letter–sound reading comes from Mechelli et al. (2005) who found that 

coupling between this region and left inferior frontal gyrus (triangularis) was greater during irregular 

word relative to regular word and pseudoword reading. Irregular words (e.g., YACHT, THYME) cannot 

be read correctly using letter–sound rules and are therefore more dependent on whole word 

knowledge than regular words or pseudowords (Coltheart, et al., 2001; Plaut, McClelland, Seidenberg, 

& Patterson, 1996). In light of this background literature, our findings that a) anterior fusiform gyri are 

more engaged when learning object names than when learning to read, and b) ROI analyses indicated 

that VWFA activity is modulated by learning success for object-naming but not word reading, lead us 

to suggest that the role of the left mid-to-anterior fusiform gyrus in reading is to process the visual 

forms of whole items and associate them with their spoken forms 

One possible interpretation of this conclusion, with regards to reading, is that the left 

fusiform gyrus contains whole-word representations akin to those in the orthographic lexicon of the 

Dual Route Cascaded (DRC) model of reading (Coltheart, et al., 2001; Glezer, et al., 2009; Kronbichler, 

et al., 2007). However, it is also possible that what drives responses in this region is not bottom-up 

activation of stored visual representations of whole-item forms, but top-down interactions with brain 

regions processing the linguistic information associated with these visual forms, in line with Price and 

Devlin’s (2011) interactive account of vOT processing. Our results move this debate forward by 

showing that; 1) anterior fusiform gyri are more engaged by object naming than word reading even 

when the necessity and difficulty of visual–spoken form mappings is equated, i.e. the extent of top-

down feedback should be equivalent, 2) that this pattern is present from the very earliest stages of 

learning, and 3) that activity in the left mid-fusiform region is related to the success of whole object–

name learning. Our results therefore imply that these mid-anterior regions of fusiform gyri 

preferentially contribute to processing whole item visual forms and associating them with linguistic 

representations.  
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Specialisation for learning to read words in parietal cortices 

Unlike in left mid-fusiform gyrus, activity in bilateral parietal cortices predicted word reading 

and object naming success. This suggests a role for these regions in learning both componential and 

holistic visual–verbal associations, supporting evidence for their involvement in cross-modal 

processing in multiple domains (Behrmann, Geng, & Shomstein, 2004). However, the same regions in 

bilateral inferior and superior parietal cortices were more active during both cross-modal learning 

and retrieval for word reading relative to object naming. An interaction analysis demonstrated that 

this was not driven by perceptual differences between the stimuli, but rather by the particular 

processes involved in covert retrieval of phonological forms. Thus, parietal cortices were engaged 

when participants learned and retrieved systematic and componential letter sounds, relative to 

arbitrary and holistic object names. A role for these left parietal regions in letter–sound translation 

processes is supported by a variety of evidence outlined in the introduction. For example, left inferior 

and superior parietal cortices are active during pseudoword relative to word reading (Taylor, et al., 

2013) and left inferior parietal cortex is active when participants manipulate (Booth et al., 2003; 

Booth, et al., 2007) and learn spelling–sound mappings (Hashimoto & Sakai, 2004). Surface dyslexic 

patients, who rely on letter–sound rather than whole-word reading strategies, also activate this 

region to a greater extent than control subjects during word reading (Wilson, et al., 2009).  

A question remains, however, as to why left parietal cortex is more engaged during tasks that 

require componential relative to holistic visual–verbal mappings. Several studies implicate a particular 

sub-region of parietal cortex, the left supramarginal gyrus (SMG), in tasks that require phonological 

manipulation.  For example, left SMG is active when participants make rhyme judgements about 

visually presented words (Devlin, Matthews, & Rushworth, 2003; Seghier et al., 2004) (Sliwinska, 

Khadilkar, Campbell-Ratcliffe, Quevenco, & Devlin, 2012). Left posterior superior temporal gyrus (STG) 

has also been suggested to be important for linking visual and verbal stimuli; in particular a review by 

Blomert (2011) suggests that this region automatically integrates letters and sounds. However, the 

word > object activation we observed was superior to the SMG and STG. This is also the case for the 
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parietal activation reported by Taylor et al. (2013), Booth and colleagues (Booth, et al., 2003; Booth, 

et al., 2007), Hashimoto and Sakai (2004), and Wilson et al. (2009). We therefore suggest that whilst 

left SMG seems to play a role in manipulating verbal information, and left STG may be a key region for 

the convergence of visual and auditory information, our, and others’, results suggest that left inferior 

parietal cortex is particularly engaged when information has to be componentially, or sequentiually, 

mapped between the visual and verbal modality. 

Parietal cortices are part of the dorsal visual processing stream that has been proposed to be 

involved in using visual information to guide actions (Goodale & Milner, 2010; Milner & Goodale, 

2008), or in visually guided attention (Gottlieb, 2007; Husain & Nachev, 2007) including saccadic eye 

movements (Simon, Mangin, Cohen, Le Bihan, & Dehaene, 2002). When learning to read the novel 

words in our study, participants mapped each letter to its corresponding sound, which involved 

allocating attention to the portion of the visual input currently being translated. Furthermore, 

although reading short words and pseudowords in a familiar alphabet does not typically induce 

multiple saccades (Rayner, Raney, & Sereno, 1996), reading words written in unfamiliar symbols may 

have done so. Therefore, learning to read the novel words may have made greater demands on the 

serial allocation of attention, and potentially on mechanisms controlling eye movements, than 

learning to map whole objects to their names.  

Cohen, Dehaene, Vinckier, Jobert, and Montavont (2008) obtained superior parietal cortex 

activity for reading words presented in visual noise as opposed to on a clear background. As this 

should induce a serial letter–sound, rather than whole-word, reading strategy, this activity was 

thought to reflect increased serial visual attention demands. Deficits in visual attention (Bosse, 

Tainturier, & Valdois, 2007; Lobier, Zoubrinetzky, & Valdois, 2012) and reduced activation in left 

inferior and superior parietal cortex (Reilhac, Peyrin, Démonet, & Valdois, 2013) have also been 

argued to play a role in some forms of developmental dyslexia. However, these studies either used 

words or letters (Cohen et al., 2008; Bosse et al, 2007), which automatically activate their linguistic 

associations (Ziegler, Pech-Georgel, Dufau, & Grainger, 2010), or involved categorizing visual stimuli 
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(e.g., indicating how many elements of a particular family of stimuli were present in the array, Lobier 

et al., 2012; Reilhac et al., 2013), which may instigate an implicit naming strategy. As these studies did 

not separate purely visual from visual–verbal processing, their results are not inconsistent with our 

proposal that left inferior and superior parietal cortices are particularly involved when 

componential/serial processing involves mapping between the visual and verbal domains.  

A serial letter-to-sound translation process forms part of most computational models of 

reading. In the DRC model, the sublexical route translates spellings to sounds from left to right using a 

set of grapheme-to-phoneme conversion rules (Coltheart, et al., 2001; Rastle & Coltheart, 1999). 

Similarly, the sublexical route of the Connectionist Dual Process model (CDP+, Perry, Ziegler, & Zorzi, 

2007) translates spellings to sounds via a two-layer network that incorporates a serial left-to-right 

process whereby the letter string is first parsed into graphemes (e.g., church -> CH, UR, CH).  Perry et 

al. (2007, p. 300) state that this graphemic parsing process “is likely to involve left-to-right shifts of 

spatial attention over the letter string”. With regards to the triangle model, Plaut (1999) developed a 

recurrent network version that resolves grapheme–phoneme correspondences serially, from left-to-

right across the letter string. As the network learns about spelling-to-sound correspondences, it is 

able to pronounce more than one grapheme in a single fixation. However, when the network 

encounters difficulty with a grapheme–phoneme mapping, the problematic grapheme is refixated, 

thus allowing the network to make use of its more extensive experience reading graphemes at 

fixation. Though adult skilled readers typically do not refixate monosyllabic words, Plaut et al. 

suggested that refixations could instead be interpreted as covert allocations of attention.  

In all three of these computational models, serial processing is more important for 

pseudoword than word reading. In the DRC and CDP+ models, this is because words are represented 

as wholes in the lexical route, whereas pseudoword reading must be accomplished by the sublexical 

route. In Plaut’s (1999) “refixation” version of the triangle model, more frequently experienced 

combinations of letters (e.g., words relative to pseudowords) require fewer fixations because the 

model learns about statistical regularities between spelling and sound. Thus, in these models the 
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process of mapping visual stimuli to their verbal output componentially, rather than as a whole, 

necessitates the serial allocation of attention. This concurs with our finding that parietal cortices were 

more engaged when retrieving pronunciations of, relative to viewing, written words as compared to 

objects. It is the process of having to componentially map vision to language that drives serial visual 

attention. 

We therefore suggest that learning to read words increased activity in parietal cortices 

relative to learning object names because letters in the novel words had to be translated to their 

corresponding sound, necessitating sequential allocation of attention. With more extensive training 

on the novel words in the current study, it is probable that a whole-word rather than letter–sound 

reading strategy would be favoured. Given the current results, this should drive greater reliance on 

occipitotemporal rather than parietal cortices to accomplish the visual–verbal mapping. More 

generally, the division of labour between parietal and occipitotemporal cortices during reading could 

provide an important marker of the extent to which children, or adult second language learners, are 

reliant on letter–sound versus whole-word reading processes.  

 

Conclusions 

Our fMRI paradigm provides a unique window into the processes that support the earliest 

stages of learning to read words and name objects. Our data shed new light on debates about neural 

specialization for reading acquisition in two ways. First, we showed that bilateral mid-to-anterior 

fusiform gyri were preferentially engaged in learning about whole forms of visual stimuli and their 

linguistic associations, something that should be crucial for skilled efficient reading. Second, we 

demonstrated that inferior and superior parietal cortices were more engaged when visual forms had 

to be broken down into parts in order to be associated with spoken forms, something crucial in the 

beginning stages of reading development. Current best practice in literacy acquisition seeks to teach 

children such componential letter–sound knowledge in the earliest stages of learning to read 
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alphabetic scripts.  We thus suggest that parietal cortices deserve greater attention in research 

programmes aiming to elucidate the neural mechanisms underpinning reading development.  
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Tables  

 

Table 1. 

Regions of interest (ROI) analyses contrasting see-hear trial activity for learned – not-learned items. P-values are not corrected for multiple comparisons.  

   
 Contrast 

 
  centre of mass size [Learned – Not Learned] 

[Object [Learned – Not learned] 
– [Word [Learned – Not learned]] 

ROI Hemisphere X Y Z voxels 
Vol 

(mm) t(18) p η2 t(18) p η2 

Parietal cortex L -34 -45 49 768 6128 2.48 0.01 0.50 < 1 ns  

         
    

Parietal cortex R 28 -58 49 795 6360 2.05 <.05 0.44 < 1  ns  

         
    

Occipitotemporal cortex L 

       
    

Inferior occipital  -46 -76 -10 81 648 3.1 < .01 0.59 < 1 ns  

Mid-fusiform (VWFA)  -42 -56 -12 81 648 2.41 0.01 0.49 2.27 0.02 0.47 

Anterior fusiform  -30 -34 -24 81 648 1.29 0.11 0.29 < 1 ns  

Occipitotemporal cortex 
R 

       
 

   

Inferior occipital 
 

44 -78 -10 81 648 4.28 < .001 0.71 < 1 ns  

Mid-fusiform 
 

42 -56  -12 81 648 1.85 < .05 0.40 < 1 ns  

Anterior fusiform 
 

28 -26 -22 81 648 < 1 ns  < 1 ns  

         
    

Hippocampus L -19 -18 -11 318 2544 < 1 ns  -1.05 ns  

         
    

Prefrontal cortex L 
       

    

Superior frontal  
 

-22 2 54 81 648 2.85 .005 0.56 -1.4 0.09  

Precentral 
 

-46 2 54 81 648 3.12 < .01 0.59 1.28 0.11  

Inferior frontal (triangularis) 
 

-44 36 10 81 648 3.36 < .01 0.62 < 1 ns  
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Table 1 continued     

    Contrast  

   centre of mass size 
[Learned – Not 

Learned] 

[Object [Learned – Not learned] 
– [Word [Learned – Not learned]] 

ROI Hemisphere X Y Z voxels Vol (mm) t(18) p η2 t(18) p η2 

Mid-fusiform defined using 
peaks from: 
Group 

   L 

        

   

1. [Cross-modal – Uni-Modal]  -46 -52 -18 81 648 Not tested 2.02 0.02 0.43 

2. [See-Think – Rest]  -50 -46 -16 81 648 Not tested          2.02 0.02 0.43 

           

Individual subjects Mean (SD) peak location         

 3. [See-Think – Rest]  -44 (4.9)  -52 (6.2)  -15 (4.1) 81 648 Not tested 1.97 .03   0.42 
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Figure Captions 

Figure 1. Structure and timings of fMRI session. A) Experiment structure. B) Trial format and timing 

during training and test blocks. Dotted lines indicate correspondence between stimulus presentation 

and scan onset. The order of items and trial types was randomised for each subject and each learning 

run. The trial format in the final test run was the same as trial format in the test blocks from the 

learning runs with fully randomised presentation of trained words, trained objects, and untrained 

words.  

Figure 2. Behavioural performance. A) Word reading and object naming accuracy during training. B) 

Word reading (trained and untrained items) and object naming accuracy in the final test run. C) 

Relationship between training and test performance. All error bars in this and subsequent Figures use 

standard error appropriate for within-participant designs (Loftus & Masson, 1994). 

Figure 3. Brain regions showing greater cross-modal than unimodal activity, averaged across stimulus 

type. In this and all subsequent figures, left and right hemisphere slices show whole-brain activations 

at p < .001 voxel-wise uncorrected and p < .05 FWE cluster corrected for 19 participants. Yellow = 

[see-hear – maximum (see-only, hear-only)], averaged across run and stimulus type; green = regions 

showing a main effect of run (1 vs. 2 vs. 3) in an ANOVA using the contrast [see-hear – maximum (see-

only, hear-only)] as the dependent measure, averaged across stimulus type; orange = intersection of 

these two maps. Plots show activity (mean BOLD parameter estimate, arbitrary units) for each trial 

type in each run at peak voxels from the whole brain contrast [see-hear – maximum (see-only, hear-

only)] (yellow boxes: mid-fusiform gyrus, superior parietal cortex, hippocampus), or from the whole-

brain main effect of run on this contrast (green box: precentral gyrus). 

Figure 4. Brain regions involved in recalling spoken from visual forms (hot colours [see-think – see-

speak]), and in motoric articulation of spoken forms (cool colours [see-speak – see-think]). Plots show 

activity for each trial type at peak co-ordinates obtained from these whole-brain contrasts.   

Figure 5. Brain regions showing differential cross-modal relative to unimodal activity, and cross-modal 

activity relative to rest, when learning to read words vs. learning to name objects. Pale blue = object 
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[[cross-modal – rest] >  word [cross-modal – rest]], pale red =  [word [cross-modal – rest] >  object 

[cross-modal – rest]], bold blue = [object [cross-modal – unimodal] > word [cross-modal – unimodal]], 

bold red = [word [cross-modal – unimodal] > object [cross-modal – unimodal]]. Where bold and light 

colours overlap, bold colours only are shown.  A) Sagittal slices, B) Axial slices, C) Plots showing 

activity for each trial type at peak co-ordinates obtained from these whole-brain contrasts.  

Figure 6. Brain regions showing overlap between cross-modal relative to unimodal activity when 

learning to read words and when learning to name objects. Blue = object [see-hear – max(see-only, 

hear-only)], Red = word [see-hear – max(see-only, hear-only)], Purple = overlap between these two 

contrasts. A) Sagittal slices and B) Axial slices show whole-brain activations at p < .005 voxel-wise 

uncorrected for 19 participants.  

Figure 7. Brain regions showing differential see-think relative to see-speak activity, and see-think 

activity relative to rest, when reading words vs. naming objects. Pale blue = [object [see-think – rest] >  

word [see-think – rest]], pale red =  [word [see-think – rest] >  object [see-think – rest]], bold blue = 

[object [see-think – see-speak] > word [see-think – see-speak]], bold red = [word [see-think – see-

speak] > object [see-think – see-speak]]. A) Sagittal slices, B) Axial slices, C) Plots showing activity for 

each trial type at peak co-ordinates obtained from these whole-brain contrasts.  

Figure 8. Brain regions showing overlap between see-think relative to see-speak activity when reading 

words and when naming objects. Blue = object [see-think – see-speak], Red = word [see-think – see-

speak], Purple = overlap between these two contrasts. Sagittal and axial slices show whole-brain 

activations at p < .005 voxel-wise uncorrected for 19 participants. A) Sagittal slices and B) Axial slices 

show whole-brain activations at p < .005 voxel-wise uncorrected for 19 participants.  

Figure 9. Overlap between activity for two contrasts (both p < .001 voxel-wise uncorrected and p < .05 

FWE cluster corrected): 1. [word [cross-modal – rest] > object [cross-modal – rest]], and 2. [word [see-

think – see-speak] > object [see-think – see-speak]]. 
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Figure 3 
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Figure 4 
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Figure 5 
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Figure 6 
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Figure 7 
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Figure 9 
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Appendices 

Appendix 1. 

Brain regions showing greater activity during cross-modal (see-hear) training trials than the 

maximum activity observed during unimodal (see-only, hear-only) training trials. 

p < .001 and cluster level FWE corrected at p < .05. All peaks > 12 mm apart are reported 

Brain Region (AAL) Hemisphere X Y Z Voxels Z value cluster-level 
p value 

See-Hear – Max (See-Only, Hear-Only), collapsed across run and task 

superior parietal cortex R 26 -50 58 795 6.04  .001 

supramarginal gyrus 
 

42 -36 44 
   superior occipital cortex 

 
28 -72 44 

   inferior occipital ortex L -46 -76 -10 2614 5.77 < .001 

fusiform gyrus 
 

-46 -52 -18 
   fusiform gyrus 

 
-38 -38 -18 

   middle occipital cortex 
 

-44 -78 12 
   middle temporal gyrus 

 
-50 -68 4 

   middle occipital cortex 
 

-26 -78 36 
   middle occipital cortex 

 
-34 -80 0 

   middle occipital cortex 
 

-38 -90 14 
   middle occipital cortex 

 
-34 -84 24 

   superior parietal cortex L -22 -56 56 766 5.33 < .001 

inferior parietal cortex 
 

-38 -36 40 
   supramargial gyrus 

 
-58 -24 40 

   middle occipital cortex R 44 -78 10 2096 5.11 < .001 

inferior temporal gyrus 
 

54 -58 -16 
   fusiform gyrus 

 
40 -44 -20 

   fusiform gyrus 
 

28 -26 -22 
   middle occipital cortex 

 
28 -82 8 

   inferior occipital cortex 
 

48 -78 -10 
   lingual gyrus R 32 -78 -16 
   inferior temporal gyrus 

 
56 -60 -4 

   lingual gyrus L -12 -32 -4 318 4.65 <0.05 

amygdala 
 

-26 -4 -18 
   hippocampus 

 
-22 -16 -12 

   precentral gyrus R 46 -6 56 99 4.59 .05 

middle frontal gyrus 
 

32 -2 54 
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Appendix 2. 

Brain regions in which the difference in activity between cross-modal and unimodal training 

trials changed over the three training runs. 

p < .001 and cluster level FWE corrected at p < .05. All peaks > 12mm apart are reported 

 

Brain Region (AAL) Hemisphere X Y Z Voxels Z value 
cluster-level 

p value 

One-way ANOVA  examining the effect of Run (1 vs. 2 vs. 3) on the contrast:  

See-Hear – Max (See-Only, Hear-Only)  

middle occipital cortex L -28 -78 26 4525 6.01 < .001 

inferior occipital cortex 
 

-42 -78 -12 
   inferior occipital cortex 

 
-46 -66 -4 

   fusiform gyrus 
 

-44 -54 -18 
   lingual gyrus 

 
-36 -90 -12 

   inferior parietal cortex 
 

-56 -30 46 
   superior parietal cortex 

 
-20 -64 50 

   fusiform gyrus 
 

-28 -60 -12 
   middle occipital cortex 

 
-36 -84 4 

   fusiform gyrus 
 

-32 -46 -14 
   inferior parietal cortex 

 
-42 -40 42 

   superior parietal cortex 
 

-24 -48 46 
   supramarginal gyrus 

 
-50 -28 32 

   middle frontal gyrus  L -24 4 54 3995 5.71 < .001 

precentral gyrus 

 
-48 2 24 

   precentral gyrus  
 

-42 2 50 
   supplementary motor 

 
-10 12 50 

   supplementary motor 
 

-6 4 64 
   supplementary motor 

 
6 6 56 

   inferior frontal gyrus 
 

-48 34 16 
   postcentral gyrus 

 
-48 -6 38 

   mid-cingulate 
 

8 16 44 
   postcentral gyrus 

 
-54 -10 48 

   inferior frontal gyrus 
 

-50 20 24 
   precentral gyrus R 34 -2 50 269 5.62 0.001 

middle occipital cortex  R 32 -62 30 3379 5.21 < .001 

cerebellum 
 

40 -64 -20 
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Appendix 2 continued. 

 

Brain Region (AAL) Hemisphere X Y Z Voxels Z value 
cluster-level 

p value 

inferior temporal gyrus 
 

56 -62 -12 
   inferior occipital cortex 

 
38 -72 -8 

   middle occipital cortex 
 

40 -84 16 
   cerebellum 

 
16 -76 -20 

   inferior occipital cortex 
 

48 -76 -2 
   inferior occipital cortex 

 
34 -88 -2 

   fusiform gyrus 
 

42 -50 -22 
   inferior occipital cortex 

 
24 -94 -10 

   superior occipital cortex 
 

28 -78 40 
   calcarine cortex 

 
20 -100 0 

   fusiform gyrus 
 

24 -64 -12 
   cerebellum 

 
-2 -72 -18 

   cerebellum 
 

4 -82 -22 
   putamen  L -20 10 2 555 4.89 < .001 

insula 
 

-28 22 2 
   inferior frontal gyrus 

 
-40 22 -2 

   white matter R 12 6 2 244 4.19 < .01 

white matter 
 

20 6 16 
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Appendix 3 
Brain regions activated when covertly recalling spoken forms from visual forms [see-think – 

see-speak] and when  articulating spoken forms [see-speak – see-think] 

p < .001 and cluster level FWE corrected at p < .05. All peaks > 12mm apart are reported 

Brain Region (AAL) Hemisphere X Y Z Voxels Z value 
cluster-level 

p value 

See-Think – See-Speak  

inferior occipital cortex L and R 40 -82 -10 9617 6.34 < .001 

middle occipital cortex 
 

-28 -88 14 
   middle occipital cortex 

 
36 -78 10 

   lingual gyrus 
 

-34 -86 -14 
   superior occipital cortex 

 
30 -70 42 

   middle occipital cortex 
 

-26 -72 32 
   lingual gyrus 

 
22 -92 -6 

   precueus 
 

4 -64 46 
   fusiform gyrus 

 
-36 -54 -16 

   inferior parietal cortex 
 

36 -44 42 
   inferior parietal cortex 

 
-38 -36 44 

   middle frontal gyrus R 28 34 48 660 4.76  .001 

middle frontal gyrus 
 

28 6 52 
   insula L -24 26 0 782 4.35  .005 

inferior frontal gyrus 
 

-36 28 22 
   inferior frontal gyrus 

 
-54 20 32 

   superior frontal gyrus 
 

-28 46 0 
   middle frontal gyrus R 28 24 -2 538 4.12 < .05 

middle frontal gyrus 
 

28 58 4 
   middle frontal gyrus L -24 22 58 334 4.06 < .05 

middle frontal gyrus L -28 0 52 
   

See-Speak – See-Think 
       insula  R and L 40 10 -6 42041 7.08 < .001 

superior temporal gyrus 
 

58 -30 8 
   superior temporal gyrus  

 
62 -6 8 

   insula 
 

-38 4 -4 
   superior temporal gyrus 

 
-60 -18 10 
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Appendix 3 continued. 

 

Brain Region (AAL) Hemisphere X Y Z Voxels Z value 
cluster-level 

p value 

rolandic operculum 
 

48 -16 14 
   superior temporal gyrus 

 
48 -20 -2 

   postcentral gyrus 
 

-50 -12 32 
   cuneus 

 
16 -82 34 

   superior temporal gyrus 
 

60 -10 -6 
   superior temporal gyrus 

 
-58 -6 -6 

   cuneus 
 

6 -94 14 
   rolandic operculum 

 
-46 -4 6 

   superior temporal pole 
 

58 6 0 
   superior temporal gyrus 

 
-64 -28 16 

   lingual gyrus 
 

4 -74 0 
   lingual gyrus 

 
20 -52 2 

   postcentral gyrus 
 

50 -8 36 
   lingual gyrus 

 
2 -66 10 

   mid-cingulate R and L 4 14 34 9343 6.42 < .001 

superior frontal gyrus 
 

-10 60 24 
   supplementary motor 

 
-6 20 60 

   supplementary motor 
 

8 12 64 
   mid-cingulate 

 
-4 -12 40 

   mid-cingulate 
 

14 -30 46 
   precentral gyrus 

 
20 -30 64 

   anterior cingulate 
 

-8 50 10 
   supplementary motor 

 
4 0 64 

   white matter 
 

-16 -26 58 
   mid-cingulate 

 
-12 -28 42 

   anterior cingulate 
 

2 38 4 
   olfactory bulb 

 
0 18 -8 

   superior frontal gyrus 
 

18 56 26 
   superior frontal gyrus 

 
-8 46 42 

   superior frontal gyrus 
 

14 30 50 
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Appendix 4 

Differences in cross-modal activity for learning to read words vs. learning to name objects 

p < .001 and cluster level FWE corrected at p < .05. Top 5 peaks > 8mm are reported 

Brain Region (AAL) Hemisphere X Y Z Voxels Z value 
cluster-level 

p value 

Objects [See-Hear  – Rest] > Words [See-Hear  – Rest] 

inferior frontal gyrus L -48 28 -12 406 8.84 <.01 

inferior frontal gyrus  -36 26 -20    

fusiform gyrus  R 34 -52 -16 1495 7.9 < .001 

fusiform gyrus  30 -76 -14    

parahippocampal gyrus   36 -26 -16    

inferior occipital cortex  22 -98 -8    

fusiform L -30 -50 -14 576 4.59 < .01 

fusiform gyrus  -34 -16 -22    

fusiform gyrus  -34 -34 -22    

Words [See-Hear  – Rest] > Objects [See-Hear  – Rest] 

precuneus  R 12 -56 54 1533 5.39 < .01 

inferior parietal cortex  32 -44 46    

superior parietal cortex  28 -66 50    

inferior parietal cortex  46 -34 48    

inferior parietal cortex L -30 -44 46 2104 4.82  .001 

superior parietal cortex  -24 -56 50    

middle occipital cortex  -18 -66 52    

precuneus  -12 -62 52    

inferior parietal cortex  -46 -36 42    

middle occipital cortex  -28 -76 36    

precentral gyrus L  -26 -10 46 395 4.52 < .05 

Objects [See-Hear  – Max (See-Only, Hear-Only)] > Words [See-Hear  – Max (See-Only, Hear-Only)] 

fusiform L -32 -44 -12 126 5.4 <.05  

inferior frontal gyrus L -42 28 -14 562 4.49 < .01 

inferior frontal gyrus  -52 20 -8    

rolandic operculum  -52 8 2    

fusiform R 28 -56 -8 190 4.29 <.05 

inferior frontal cortex R 30 30 -8 99 4.18 <.01 

white matter  22 42 -6    
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Appendix 4. continued 

 

Brain Region (AAL) Hemisphere X Y Z Voxels Z value 
cluster-level 

p value 

Words [See-Hear  – Max (See-Only, Hear-Only)] > Objects [See-Hear  – Max (See-Only, Hear-Only)] 

precuneus bilateral -10 -58 46 810 5.89 0.001 

precuneus  -8 -66 48    

precuneus  8 -64 34    

superior frontal gyrus L -22 56 4    

inferior frontal  gyrus R 34 22 32 368 4.28 0.001 

middle frontal gyrus  32 20 44    

middle frontal gyrus  44 14 50    

middle frontal gyrus  28 6 56    

calcarine cortex bilateral -8 -84 4 639 4.22 < .001 

calcarine cortex  16 -84 8    

lingual gyrus  6 -78 -2    
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Appendix 5 

Differences in activity for recalling spoken from visual forms when reading words vs. naming 
objects. 

p < .001 and cluster level FWE corrected at p < .05. Top 5 peaks > 8mm are reported 

 Brain Region (AAL) Hemisphere X Y Z Voxels Z value cluster-level 
p value 

Objects [See-Think  – Rest] > Words [See-Think – Rest] 

angular gyrus  R 46 -66 44 708 3.98 < .001 

inferior parietal cortex 
 

56 -46 42 
   inferior parietal cortex 

 
52 -50 54 

   

Words [See-Think  – Rest] > Objects [See-Think – Rest] 

middle occipital cortex L -40 -82 4 4850 6.14 < .001 

superior parietal cortex 
 

-22 -64 52 
   middle occipital cortex 

 
-30 -80 18 

   middle occipital cortex 
 

-26 -76 30 
   inferior temporal gyrus 

 
-46 -62 -8 

   inferior parietal cortex 
 

-40 -40 50 
   middle occipital cortex R 32 -50 54 3006 5.51 < .001 

superior parietal cortex 
 

20 -56 56 
   inferior temporal gyrus 

 
48 -58 -6 

   middle occipital cortex 
 

28 -70 34 
   middle occipital cortex  48 -74 0 
 

  

middle temporal gyrus  40 -68 18    

supramarginal gyrus  40 -34 44    

middle occipital cortex  40 -82 6    

calcarine cortex  26 -72 6    

precentral gyrus R 28 -4 56 379 4.9 < .01 

cerebellum bilateral -6 -76 -42 278 4.65 < .05 

cerebellum  10 -76 -40    

superior frontal gyrus L -26 -4 56 607 4.61 < .01 

superior frontal gyrus  -20 -4 56    

inferior frontal gyrus R 46 6 26 330 4.54 < .05 

precentral gyrus L -52 6 36 392 4.09 .05 

inferior frontal gyrus  -44 4 26    
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Appendix 5 continued 

 

Brain Region (AAL) Hemisphere X Y Z Voxels Z value cluster-level 
p value 

Objects [See-Think  – See-Speak] > Words [See-Think – See-Speak] 

inferior parietal cortex R 50 -46 46 343 4.32 < .01 

supramarginal gyrus 
 

58 -44 46 
   angular gyrus 

 
50 -58 36 

   

Words ([ee-Think  – See-Speak] > Objects [See-Think  – See-Speak] 

middle frontal gyrus R 32 -4 54 240 5.25 < .01 

inferior  parietal cortex R 26 -46 54 440 5.22 .001 

superior parietal cortex 
 

16 -60 56 
   superior parietal cortex L -18 -54 56 498 5.16 < .01 

inferior  parietal cortex 
 

-32 -42 52 
   inferior  parietal cortex 

 
-32 -34 40 

   white matter 
 

-22 -44 44 
   precentral gyrus L -26 -12 56 213 4.29 < .05 

inferior temporal gyrus R 52 -54 -6 175 4.2 <.05 

cerebellum bilateral 14 -72 -42 221 4.16 < .05 

cerebellum 
 

-4 -76 -38 
   middle occipital cortex L -40 -76 2 530 4.12  .01 

middle occipital cortex 
 

-36 -72 14 
   


